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RESOLUTION OF ABBREVIATED TEXT IN
AN ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEM

the meaning of shorthand notation and jargon Without inter
rupting the How of communication.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides a method of electronic
communication and a machine-accessible medium contain

1. Field of the Invention

ing instructions Which, When executed by a machine, cause
the machine to perform the method. The method comprises

The present invention relates to electronic, text-based com
munication.

receiving a text communication from a sender, selecting a

target term from the text communication, searching a plural

2. Description of the Related Art

ity of databases for one or more alternative terms for the target
term; and selectively displaying one or more of the alternative

Many popular electronic, text-based communication medi
ums exist. Among these, the most common mediums are

terms. The plurality of databases may include, Without limi

e-mail, instant messaging (IM), and short message service

tation, one or more of a sender database, a recipient database,

(SMS). Communication in any of these text-based mediums

a service provider database, and a public database. Typically,

Will be generally referred to herein as “text communication”
or “text messaging.” IM can be performed in a small Internet

the target term is a shorthand term, and the one or more
alternative terms include one or more longhand terms de?ned

broWser WindoW, such as in a broWser “chat” session, or on
handheld devices such as PDAs and mobile phones. The use

20

of SMS is particularly common on mobile phones and PDAs.
E-mail can also be used for substantially real-time commu

nication, particularly When performed on handheld devices
having “push” technology for the automatic retrieval of mes

25 or more alternative terms according to one or more factors

selected from the group consisting of a sender identity, a
recipient identity, and a context of the text communication.
Optionally, the method may further include sorting the one or

sages from a server.

Text-based mediums tend to be a preferred means of com

munication, depending on the situation. By their nature, IM,
SMS, and e-mail typically lend themselves to brief, sponta
neous text communication. Users are frequently in a hurry,

more alternative terms according to the one or more factors,
30

The present invention also provides an electronic messag
ing system. One embodiment of the electronic messaging
system comprises a messaging client con?gured for text com
35 munication over a netWork such as the Internet or a Wireless

telephone netWork, a plurality of databases each de?ning one
or more terms With one or more alternative terms, a term

selector component included With the messaging client for
selecting a target term from the text communication, a data
40

notation, Wherein users abbreviate Words and phrases to com

municate using feWer keystrokes. For example, typing abbre
viations like LOL (“laughing out loud”) and IMO (“in my
opinion”) shorten the number of characters required in mes
sages and expedite the communication process. HoWever, as
With any nonverbal communication, the effectiveness of text
communication is often limited. The use of shorthand in
conversational Writing can make it di?icult for people to
understand one another. A complicating factor is that indi
vidual users commonly develop their oWn jargon, so that the

45
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shorthand notation of one user does not alWays agree With
shorthand notation of another user.
While a number of softWare applications are available for

facilitating text communication, such as IM, these applica

and independently may further include displaying the alter
native terms in the order sorted.

multi-tasking, or possibly on-the-go When communicating in
these mediums. IM, SMS, and e-mail are therefore particu
larly popular for their convenience in situations Where users
Want quick, prompt, real-time communication. Furthermore,
typical broWser chat WindoWs, PDA screens, and mobile
phone screens are all usually quite compact. Keyboards found
on most mobile phones and PDAs are also quite compact,
often requiring users to type With only a feW ?ngers.
These factors have fostered the evolution of shorthand

With respect to the shorthand term. Optionally, the text com
munication may be displayed With one of the alternative
terms substituted for the target term. In a further option, the
alternative terms may be displayed along With a name of the
database in Which each of the alternative terms Was found.
In one embodiment, the method includes selecting the one

base search component included With the messaging client
for searching for the target term Within the plurality of data
bases, a term selector component for selecting alternative
terms de?ned for the target term from the plurality of data
bases, and a display component for displaying the selected
alternative terms. Optionally, the messaging client selects the
alternative terms corresponding to the target term according
to factors selected from the group consisting of a sender
identity, a recipient identity, and a context of the text commu
nication. The electronic messaging system may include a
context analyZer for analyZing context of the electronic com
munication.

In one embodiment, the messaging client selectively dis
plays all alternative terms de?ned in the plurality of databases
for the target term. Still, the messaging client may display the
55

text communication With one of the alternative terms substi

tions have failed to optimally address the use of shorthand

tuted for the target term. The plurality of databases may

notation and evolving jargon. Confusion and misunderstand

comprise one or both of a ?rst user-speci?ed database and a

ings often result due to misinterpretation. The How of com
munication betWeen users is further disrupted When one a
user stops to ask another user for the meaning of a shorthand

60

term rather than proceeding to author a reply.

second user-speci?ed database. A bot can be used for trans
mitting data betWeen the plurality of databases and the mes
saging client. The messaging client may include one of an
instant messaging client, a short message service client, and
an e-mail client.

Therefore, an improved electronic messaging system is
needed. In particular, there is a need for easier, more ef?cient,
and more precise Ways to handle shorthand notation and

jargon contained Within text communication. More particu
larly, it Would be desirable to have a method for determining

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
65

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of an electronic messaging
system according to an embodiment of the invention.
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FIG. 2 is a ?owchart of a method of electronic communi

cation using the electronic messaging system of FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of an embodiment display
ing converted text in-line With a received text communication.
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of an embodiment display

ing converted text listed according to its ranking Within a

database hierarchy.
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a computer system that

may be con?gured for text-based electronic communication
according to an embodiment of the invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

The present invention includes systems and methods for
facilitating and enhancing electronic text communication.
The systems and methods may be employed in a number of
electronic messaging mediums, such as IM, SMS or e-mail.
Communication in any of these text-based mediums Will be
generally referred to herein as “text communication” or “text

messaging.” Text includes any communication of Written

Words, including text displayed as a font, html, graphical
form, or other forms readable to a human user as text. By Way

of convention, “terms” include Words and phrases, “short
hand” generally includes abbreviations and other shortened
Ways of Writing, and “longhand” as used herein, generally

includes the full-length Way of Writing something. For
example, “IMO” is one example of a shorthand term for the

longhand term “in my opinion.”
Embodiments of the invention include Ways to interpret
terms contained Within text messages, such as to convert

shorthand terms to full length (i.e. “longhand”) terms, or to
otherWise convert jargon from one form to another. A plural

ity of databases may be provided that set forth alternative

expressions for each term to

